Tires and wheels are some of the most damage-prone components on your vehicle; Ford Tire and Rim Protection Plan is there for you when the road gets rough.

The plan covers the repair or replacement of tires or wheels due to damage caused by many common road hazards like:

- POTHOLES
- NAILS
- CURBS
- METAL
- GLASS
- DEBRIS
- WOOD

**WHAT’S COVERED***:

- Tire mounting, balancing and valve stems.
- Tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) sensors, system reprogramming and/or TPMS replacement when due to tire or rim failure.
- Coverage up to 8 YEARS.
  - Choose your time limit, and you’re protected for **unlimited distance**!

*Please see your Agreement for damages that are not covered, such as cosmetic damage and damage caused by vandalism, theft, or driving with low or no tire pressure.

**FORD TIRE AND RIM PROTECTION PLAN ALSO INCLUDES:**

- Roadside Assistance.
- Rental vehicle reimbursement.
- $0 deductible.

†Extends complimentary Roadside Assistance coverage beyond warranty roadside coverage when Time/Distance exceeds warranty roadside coverage period.

††Up to $50 per day for two days for Ford vehicles. Up to $60 per day for two days for Lincoln vehicles.

Ford Tire and Rim Protection Plan... a smart way to **protect your investment**!
Covers **ALL** your Tires & Wheels.

**Ford Tire and Rim Protection Plan** protects every tire and wheel you purchase and install during your plan period*, including:

- Winter Tires and Winter Wheels

* Tires currently on vehicle may be examined before plan coverage begins. Non-factory rim coverage cost not to exceed factory-installed rim cost.

---

**Why Choose **Ford Protect**?**

**CONVENIENCE**

- **Dealer Support** – at all Ford Dealers across Canada and the U.S.
- **Time and Distance options** – to match your ownership plans.

**CONFIDENCE**

- **100% Backed By Ford** – for coverage you can count on.

**VALUE**

- **Limit Out-of-Pocket Expenses** – by paying $0 at time of service on covered repairs!
- **Easy Financing** – as plan costs may be included in your finance contract.
- **Transferable Coverage** – could increase the resale value of your vehicle! (transfer fee may apply).

---

See Dealer for detailed terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions. This brochure is only intended to provide limited general information about Ford Protect as certain restrictions, limitations, and exclusions apply. Plan availability, benefits and coverage may vary by province. Illustrations used in the brochure are for graphic representation only. Not available in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Yukon, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Please note that the Quebec Consumer Protection Act provides a warranty on the goods Quebec consumers purchase or lease: they must be usable for normal use for a reasonable length of time. Please see dealer for details.

---

**PROTECT** your vehicle – and your budget – with Ford Protect!